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Top

Processed with wool combs. “Inch worm” technique.

A woolen technique.

Produces a strong and durable yarn great for
weaving and knitting outerwear.

Fiber hand drafts/pulls back fiber supply.
Twist controlling hand slides down the fiber

pressing out all the air.

Drafting a small amount of  fiber at a time.Fibers line up in the same direction.

“Commercial Top” is done by a machine.

Roving

Rolags

Batts

Processed using a drum carder.
Often created when making “art batts”.

Art batts are a mixture of  different colors of

This is literally a lock of  hair off  the animal.
They have been washed, but not brushed.

A poof  of  fiber that has been only washed.

fibers and multimedia. 
(ie. items that sparkle)

Processed with carders.

Carded fiber processed by hand. Small tubes.

Fibers line up in same direction
(more imperfectly than with wool combs).

Locks

Cloud

Drop Spindle
Made of  a shaft to store spun yarn and a weight.

Top Whorl: Weight is at the top.
Spins faster than a bottom whorl.

Best for fine to medium weight yarns.
Bottom Whorl: Weight is on the bottom.

Spins slower than a top whorl.
Best for heavier yarns.

Turkish Spindle
Weights are 2 rectangular pieces that fit together.

Spun yarn is wound around the weight.
Can be taken apart when finished to leave a ball.

Spun yarn on the weight is called a “turtle”.
Finished turtle/ball has 2 ends for easy plying.

Supported Spindle
Long, heavier spindle that sits on the ground.

Shaft is rolled against the outer thigh to spin it.
Other hand used to draft the fiber.

Can only use the long draw technique (one-hand)
so the fiber must be carefully prepared.

Originated with the Navajo Indian Nation.

Kick Spindle

Type of  supported spindle.
Similar to bottom whorl spindle, but it sits in a

Foot kicks it to make it spin.
contraption that holds it at a 45° angle.

Short Forward Draw

Long Draw Back

The fiber must be carefully processed so it

Useful when spinning slippery fibers (mohair,

Fold a section of  fiber over your forefinger.
Hold the ends in your palm.

Draft from the center of  the fiber/on your finger.

angora, silk, etc.).

drafts very easily.
Gradually pull the fiber supply backwards

and let the fiber naturally draft out by itself.

Worsted

From the Fold


